Integration Example: Crew Recruiting
TRY IT

Fully functional, easily
customized, auto-scoring
online sub-contractor
application form

These forms are
based on HTML and
PHP, the most
common web server
platform.

To make the interviewing process more efficient, candidates can
be easily sorted by their overall score, based on the weighted
value of each response.

When the candidate hits the
Send button, their score is
calculated and all responses
stored in the candidate database

Overall score indicates the

Valid DL?

relative value of the candidate
based on weighted score from
each of the form items. A score
minimum is generally established
to keep spam and tire-kickers out
of the system.

Years of
experience
in the trade
class being
sought

From which state?
Pass a background
check?
References available?

Start-Finish timestamps could
be another metric that adds or
deducts from overall score. e.g.,
Someone who spent less than 1
minute on the form likely did not
provide quality input.

Too much experience can be a
negative as it can be assumed the
candidate believed that more is
better. In this case, the autoscoring could deduct points when
years of experience are all the
same.
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1:1 vs Text Area Scoring
1:1 Scoring means that 1 click = 1 value.
e.g., If a person is being sough that has their own
tools and is ok working on a % basis, then these
two fields would have a high weighted value.
But...if a candidate has no tools and expects $2125, those responses would yield a negative point
value.
1:1 Scoring = Simple

Text Area scoring is not as simple
because a text area contains many
characters that generally are formed into
words and sentences.
There are two metrics this system can use to
score text area responses.

Text Area Scoring is Unique and Not Simple

These text areas can be used to ask
any sentence-type questions

1) Spelling accuracy
2) Command of the English language

# 1 is self-explanatory. #2 is an algorithm
that uses pattern matching and
computational linguistics* to detect
correctly formed English sentences. In the
event the candidate will need to compose
customer-facing documents, each of these
areas can be value-weighted to determine
their ability to communicate via a keyboard.
* Http://MequonGarage.com/docs/informer.pdf

If writing skills are not important, score values for these can be set to zero

